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과목 영 어 지원학부(과) 수험번호 성 명

  <수험생 유의사항>

1. 문제는 총 33문항입니다. 

2. OMR 답안지는 우리 대학교에서 배부하는 컴퓨터용 수성싸인펜을 사용하여 작성합니다.

  (단, 적색(빨간색) 플러스펜으로 예비마킹이 가능함)

3. OMR 답안지에 한번 표시한 답안은 수정할 수 없습니다.(수정액을 사용하거나 수정된 답안은 모두 오답 처리)

I. 밑줄 친 단어와 동일한 표현을 고르시오. 
1. This writing is verbose; we need to edit it.
① obtuse  ② nefarious  ③ intractable  ④ wordy ⑤ rough 

2. I am serious; this is not a ludicrous issue. 
① laughable  ② light  ③ negligible  ④ luminant  ⑤ lubricating 

3. Because her research gave only a superficial analysis of the 
issue, the professor could not give her more than a passing grade. 
① redundant     ② superfluous    ③ wide-spread  
④ insignificant   ⑤ shallow 

II. 괄호 안에 들어갈 가장 적합한 표현을 고르시오. 
4. Older theories are not so much abandoned as corrected. 
Einstein himself always insisted that his own work was a 
modification rather than a(n) (             ) of Newton’s.   
① rejection  ② injection ③ projection  ④ indication ⑤ vindication 

5. The ultimate value of any hypothesis lies in its predictive or 
explanatory power, which means that additional facts must be  
(              ) from an adequate hypothesis. 
①reducible ②vulnerable  ③conductible ④inseparable ⑤deducible 

6. An insurance company might send investigators to determine 
the cause of a mysterious fire. If the investigators sent back a 
report that the fire was caused by the presence of oxygen in the 
atmosphere, they would not (           ) their jobs very long. 
① make  ② keep  ③ do  ④ lose  ⑤ search

7. Think of the influence of a fertilizer, say nitrate, on the growth 
of wheat. Everybody knows that wheat plants grow bigger in the 
presence of nitrate than in its absence. But nobody would be so  
 (        ) as to claim that, on its own, nitrate can make a 
wheat plant. Seed, soil, sun, water, and various minerals are 
obviously all necessary as well. But if all these other factors are 
held           (         ), and even if they are allowed to vary 
within limits, addition of nitrate will make the wheat plants grow 
bigger. [4점]
① optimistic-invariant  ② confident-stable  ③ daring-good
④ sagacious-regular   ⑤ foolish-constant

8. Businesses exercise greater freedom than government does: 
they can go out of business, or firms can abandon an activity they 
no longer find profitable. But government (               ).
① can also discard an unprofitable activity
② rarely has these options    ③ can always make profit
④ cannot give up its profit   ⑤ should always consider profit

9. After all the Internet's many diversions, people still yearn for 
the solitary refuge of reading, (       ) a book provides a space 
for reflection, a private therapy that is hard to find online.  
① even if  ② nevertheless ③ at the same time ④ hence ⑤ since

10. It is a common misconception that because a machine such as 
a guided missile was originally designed and built by conscious 
man, then it must be truly under the immediate control of 
conscious man. Another (          ) of this fallacy is ‘computers 
do not really play chess, because they can only do what a human 
operator tells them’. 
① variant  ② foundation  ③ cause  ④ effect  ⑤ intent

11. Ball games were connected to (            ) in primitive 
societies. People believed that success in ball games would help 
their crops to grow and help the players to produce children as 
well.
① rituals  ② leisure ③ fertility ④ intimacy ⑤ sports

III. 어법에 맞지 않는 표현을 고르시오. 
12. When we had finished to read the newspaper article, we 
began to discuss it among ourselves despite our ignorance of 
biology.   
①had finished ②to read ③began to ④among ourselves ⑤despite 

13. It was not until the railway accident and his hospital 
confinement ten years ago when he made up his mind to make a 
medical doctor. 
① not until  ② confinement  ③ when  ④ made up  ⑤ make

IV. 제시문에 근거하여 가장 적절한 문장을 고르시오.
14. But instinctively, we want to say that they belong together.  
It's not just because they were both great men, and not because 
they happened to be exact coevals. Rather, it's because they each 
touched off a revolution that changed the world.
① They were scientists.       ② They were politicians.
③ They cooperated each other. ④ They are of the same age.
⑤ They competed with each other.

15. His father had all but ordered him not to go to sea, worrying 
that it was nothing more than one of Charles's lengthening list of 
aimless exploits.
① Charles's father was supportive to his travel.
② Charles's father was worried about his health.
③ Charles's father prohibited him from taking a voyage.
④ Charles's father allowed him to carry on aimless exploits.
⑤ Charles's father wanted him to become an explorer.

16. It is no accident that the click-happy online universe can sap 
our focus and make it harder for us to read a full-length book 
with rapt attention. But old-fashioned reading is still essential, 
because it teaches lessons about human identity that we can't get 
anywhere else.  
① Internet enables us to understand the universe better.
② Internet helps us to indulge in old-fashioned reading.
③ Internet and Old-fashioned reading must maintain harmony.
④ Old-fashioned reading enables us to understand human beings.
⑤ Old-fashioned reading prevents us from using Internet.
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17. When confronted recently with an empty jar of peanut butter, 
rather than soak it in hot water to remove every last smear 
before placing it in the recycling bin, I simply tossed the jar in 
the trash can and quickly covered it with greasy paper towels to 
avert the wrath of my eco-fanatic husband.
① The writer's husband loves peanut butter as much as she does.
② The writer's husband would not do what she has done.
③ The writer has a conviction in recycling garbage.
④ The writer would recycle greasy paper towels.
⑤ The writer and her husband are not happily married.

V. 제시문의 내용과 일치하지 않는 문장을 고르시오.
18. The world will experience a growing risk of conflicts over 
food, energy and water in coming years. The population rises each 
year by about 80 million people, the most of the increase in 
impoverished regions already facing environmental stress. Climate 
change, water scarcity and tighter oil supplies will add to the 
stresses.
① The future of human race is not very promising.
② The number of human beings are globally increasing.
③ Recent climate change has something to do with water scarcity.
④ Poor countries experience the lack of food, energy and water 
more severely.
⑤ Oil supplies will have to be limited in the future.

VI. 다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오. 
[19-20] It is vitally important in the war of attrition that 
individuals should give no inkling of when they are going to give 
up. Anybody who betrayed, by the merest flicker of whisker, that 
he was beginning to think of throwing in the sponge, would be at 
an instant disadvantage. If, say, whisker-flickering happened to be 
a reliable sign that retreat would follow within one minute, there 
would be a very simple warning strategy: 'If your opponent's 
whiskers flicker, wait one more minute, (         ) what your 
own previous plans for giving up might have been. If your 
opponent's whiskers have not yet flickered, and you are within 
one minute of the time when you intend to give up anyway, give 
up immediately and don't waste any more time. Never flicker your 
own whiskers.'

19. Choose a word that best replaces the underlined. 
① made off  ② put up  ③ set out  ④ gave away  ⑤ showed up

20. What would be the appropriate word in the parenthesis? 
①regardless of ②despite ③depending on  ④owing to  ⑤sticking 
to 

[21-22] The chimpanzee and the human share about 99.5% of 
their evolutionary history, yet most human thinkers regard the 
chimp as a malformed, irrelevant oddity while seeing themselves 
as stepping-stones to the Almighty. To an evolutionist this cannot 
be so. There exists no objective basis on which to elevate one 
species above another. Chimp and human, lizard and fungus, we 
have all evolved over some three billion years by a process 
known as natural selection. Within each species some individuals 
leave more surviving offspring than others, so that the inheritable 
traits of the reproductively successful become more numerous in 
the next generation. This is natural selection. Natural selection 
built us, and it is natural selection we must understand if we are 
to comprehend our own identities.

21. Which of the following statements is NOT true for the above 
passage?  
① The chimpanzee and the human are very much alike in their 
evolution. 
② It is generally agreed that chimps are inferior to humans. 

③ The evolution of lizard and fungus as well as chimp and human 
is due to natural selection. 
④ Natural selection leads some species to outnumber other 
species in offspring survivals.
⑤ Natural selection forces us to put the identities of humans 
before those of other species.

22. Choose a word that best replaces the underlined. 
① potentials  ② essentials  ③ atoms  ④ genes  ⑤ histories 

[23-24] One kind of equivocation deserves special mention. This 
is the mistake that arises from the misuse of "relative" terms, 
which have different meanings in different contexts. For example, 
the word "tall" is a relative word; a tall man and a tall building 
are in quite different categories. A tall man is one who is taller 
than most men; a tall building is one that is taller than most 
buildings. Certain forms of argument that are valid for 
non-relative terms break down when relative terms are 
substituted for them. The argument "an elephant is an animal; 
therefore a gray elephant is a gray animal" is perfectly valid. The 
word "gray" is a non-relative term. But the argument "an 
elephant is an animal; therefore a small elephant is a small 
animal" is ridiculous. The point here is that "small" is a relative 
term: A small elephant is a very large animal. The fallacy is one 
of equivocation with regard to the relative term "small". Not all 
equivocation on relative terms is so obvious, however. The word 
"good" is a relative term and is frequently equivocated on when it 
is argued, for example, that so-and-so is a good general and 
would therefore be a good president, or that someone is a good 
scholar and is therefore likely to be a good teacher. 

23. What would be the best title for the given passage? 
① Fallacy of equivocation      ② Strength of equivocation  
③ Equivocation of language    ④ Equivocation in human beings  
⑤ Equivocation in nature

24. Which of the following statements is true for the passage?  
① The word "tall" is a non-relative word.
② Equivocation arises due to sentence structure. 
③ Relative terms are subject to equivocation.  
④ The word "gray" can be equivocated on. 
⑤ Non-relative terms are instrumental in equivocation.

[25-27] The seventies and eighties have been a hangover of 
reappraisal after a (       ) of illusion. Inflation has sapped the 
confidence of the middle class, unemployment that of the working 
class. Even Britain's international adventures took on a different 
aspect, though foreigners seldom understood this. The Suez 
invasion, the military role in Cyprus, these were the last flings of 
a nation asserting a global role; the British army in Northern 
Ireland, the Falklands crisis, showed Britain reluctantly assuming 
burdens that were a hangover of imperial days, fighting to give 
people the right to remain British, but without conviction or 
enthusiasm. It has been a time of shrinking expectation, national 
cynicism; a time for pulling the bedclothes over one's head and 
having as good a time as possible underneath.
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25. Which of the following statements is true for the above 
passage? 
① During the 70's and 80's, Britain's economic power was 
maintaining its stability.
② During the 70's and 80's, British people were gaining more 
confidence with their nation than ever before.
③ During the 70's and 80's, Britain was engaged with more 
conflicts than before.
④ During the 70's and 80's, British military power was still 
maintaining its superiority over many other nations.
⑤ During the 70's and 80's, Britain experienced the declination of 
its power.

26. What is NOT the appropriate expression for the parenthesis?
① binge ② spree ③ splurge ④ speculation ⑤ bender

27. What can be the most suitable idea for the underlined 
expression?
① self-esteem  ② self-deception  ③ self-control
④ selfishness   ⑤ self-interest

[28-30] In the past eight years, Russia has had serious rows 
with almost half of the EU's 27 member states. Contrary to 
popular opinion that such disagreements are fueled by historic 
grievances in Eastern Europe, these disputes have affected both 
longtime members of the EU and new ones; both Russia's 
neighbors and states (          ); both those who thought they 
had good relations with Moscow and those who were happy to 
admit they were bad. For Instance, Russia banned Polish meat in 
2005, claiming it was unhygienic; it attempted to charge the 
German airline Lufthansa special fees for flying over Siberia in 
2007; and it allegedly reengaged in cyberterrorism against Estonia 
in May 2007 and against Lithuania in June 2008.

28. What would be the best title for the given passage?
① Conflicts in EU due to Russia
② Eastern Europe's conflicts with Russia
③ EU's competition with Russia
④ Complexity of international politics
⑤ Russia's antagonism against EU

29. Select the most suitable expression for the parenthesis.
① much advanced  ② farther afield     ③ less developed
④ quite friendly    ⑤ remaining close

30. Select the best word that can replace the underlined.
① reluctantly   ② openly        ③ decisively
④ supposedly   ⑤ aggressively 

[31-33] For 3,000 years, farmers in China's Sichuan province 
pollinated their fruit trees the old-fashioned way: they let the 
bees do it. Flowers produce nectar that attracts bees, which 
inadvertently transfer sticky grains of pollen from one flower to 
another, fertilizing them so they bear fruit. When China rapidly 
expanded its pear orchards in the 1980's, it stepped up its use of 
pesticides, and this age-old system of pollination began to 
unravel.  Today, during the spring, the snow-white pear blossoms 
blanket the hills, but there are no bees to carry the pollen. 
Instead, thousands of villagers climb through the trees, 
hand-pollinating them by dipping "pollination sticks" into plastic 
bottles of pollen and then (       ) them to each of the billions 
of blossoms.

31. Which of the following statements is true for the passage?
① China has more manpower than ever.
② Bees are decreasing in number in modern days.
③ Modern technology made the mass production possible.
④ Human beings can do a better job in pollination than bees do.
⑤ China's new farming methods are more productive than before.

32. Select the most suitable expression for the parenthesis.
① touching  ② throwing ③ connecting  ④ fitting  ⑤ dropping

33. Select the best word that can replace the underlined.
① eagerly
② busily
③ involuntarily
④ officially
⑤ deliberately


